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When Christ stood before Pilate, the latter
asked him a question which has been asked
in all ages ever since man began to seek for
knowledge upon the Cosmic problem,
namely:  What is truth?  The bible answers

the question by saying, “Thy word is truth.”
And when we turn to that wonderful mystic
chapter of the Gospel of John we read that
“In the beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the Word was God,
without it was not anything made that was
made, in it was Life,” we have a wonderful
food for meditation upon these synonymous
meanings and relationship of Truth, God
and Life.
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A great obstacle to the majority of truth
seekers is that they aim to find some faith
“once for all delivered,” complete and
unchanging. They fail to see that truth is the
Word of God.  The first syllable of the cre-
ative fiat was spoken at the beginning of
Evolution, and every word in that creative
fiat which has since sounded for our uplift is
like the words of a sentence slowly unfold-
ing the meaning of the speaker.  

It is still sounding the keynote of all
advancement, and the whole Word will not
have been spoken, the sentence completed
and Truth revealed to us in its fullness, until
our own career of spiritual unfoldment has
given us the requisite spiritual power to
understand Truth in the ultimate.

Thus we see that the great creative word
of truth and life is reverberating in the uni-
verse today, upholding and sustaining
everything that is and revealing to us as
great a measure of truth as we are capable
now of comprehending. It is our duty to
endeavor to understand this divine truth to
the best of our ability so that we may live
it and fit in with the divine plan, and that
we are to keep our minds in a state of flex-
ibility so that as greater and nobler visions
of Truth unfold themselves before our spir-
itual eye, we may be prepared to take up
the new, leaving the old behind, as the
Nautilus spoken of by Oliver Wendell
Holmes, which builds its little chamber,
then one a little larger and so on, until
finally it leaves the outgrown shell for a
new evolution.  So let it also be our
endeavor to:

Build thee more stately mansions O my
soul:

As the swift seasons roll!
Leave thy low-vaulted past!
Let each new temple, nobler than the last,
Shut thee from heaven with a dome more

vast,
Till thou at length art free,
Leaving thine outgrown shell by life’s

unresting sea!

In pursuance of this divine policy of suit-
ing the truth to our capacity for understand-
ing, different religions were given to
humanity at various times, each one fitted to
that particular class of people who were to
grow thereby.  To the Chinese came
Confucianism, to the Hindus was first
taught the doctrine of Trinity in Unity:
Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva—the creator, the
preserver, and the destroyer were aspects of
the one all-inclusive Deity and analogous to
our own Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Then
came Buddhism, which has been called a
religion without a God because it empha-
sizes particularly the responsibility of man
for his own conditions.

Ask naught of the Helpless Gods with
prayer or hymn,

Nor bribe with blood, nor feed with fruit
or cake.

Within yourselves deliverance must be
sought,

Each man his prison makes,
Each has such powers as the loftiest ones,
Nay for with gods around, above, below,
And with all things and whatsoever
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breathes
Act maketh Joy or Woe.

As Hinduism affirms the existence of
divine power above man, so Buddhism
affirms the divinity of man himself. We find
also that Moses the divine leader who
guides a people toward the same attainment,
similarly emphasizes this in the so-called
“Song of Moses,” where he calls their atten-
tion to how they have previously been led
by the divine powers, but from thenceforth
they are given choice and prerogative that
they may shape their own destiny.  

But he also tells them that they will be
held responsible for the consequences of
their acts under the laws given by their
divine, but thenceforth invisible, ruler.
Gradually, other religions are evolved in
Egypt, Persia, Greece, and Rome; also the
Scandinavian countries in the north
received their religious system, foreshadow-
ing in a great measure the latest and the
most sublime religion of all, namely the
Western Religion—Christianity.

We have just been celebrating the close of
the cosmic drama, which recurs annually;
the commencement being the mystic birth at
Christmas, and the mystic death at Easter,
its close.  And just before the final act of
crucifixion in the drama, as portrayed in the
Gospel, we find the Christ partaking of the
last supper with His disciples.  It is stated
that then he took the bread and broke it and
gave them to eat saying, “This is my body.”
He also took the wine and they all drank of
that mystic blood.  Then came the injunction

which we will particularly note, namely:
“This do in Remembrance of Me, until I
Come.”

As a consequence of this injunction we
find that through the centuries Christian
communities are every Sunday celebrating
the Lord’s Death “till He comes”; they are
performing the sacred mystic rite in remem-
brance of Him.  Let us now suppose that a
stranger, unacquainted with the Christian
religion and its customs, came to our land
and visited church after church, finding
everywhere these devout communities gath-
ered around the table in fond remembrance
of their Lord and that this was explained to
him. How would the actions of devotion and
devout remembrance on Sunday compare
with the actions of the same communities
during the other six days of the week, when
“every man’s hand seems to be against the
hand of every other,” in direct contravention
of the commandment given by that Lord to
whom we seem to pay homage on Sunday.  

He said also, and in that commandment
He sounded the keynote of Christianity:
“thou shalt love thy Lord thy God with thy
whole heart, and thy whole mind, and thy
neighbor as thyself.”  It is easy to go to the
Lord’s table on Sunday to eat and drink with
Him, but alas, alas, how difficult to bear His
cross on Monday, to deny ourselves that we
may serve and help others, instead of so act-
ing, that we more than merit the accusation
of the poet, that “man’s inhumanity to man
makes countless thousand mourn.”

The question, What is love? seems diffi-
cult to solve.  That wonderful thirteenth
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chapter of first Corinthians gives us an idea,
but that is rather abstract, and we need
something more concrete that we may work
upon it and bring it into our lives.  Let us
therefore take as an illustration the brother-
ly love in a family.  There the children are
the offspring of the same parents and thus in
the actual blood-relationship of brothers and
sisters. Within the family circle we may find
some excellent material for guidance in the
larger circle of human fellowship.  

One of the most striking facts is, that
although sometimes brothers and sisters dis-
agree and quarrel among themselves, love
still remains and they will defend one of the
family to whom they are offended for the
time being, as readily as any of the rest of
the family.  When one is attacked it seems to
act as a call to the rest to rally to the rescue,
and they always respond in the normal fam-
ily.  If one of a family does a disgraceful act,
his brothers and sisters do not go out and
publish it, nor do they gloat over his misfor-
tune, but they seek to cover up his misstep
and to find excuses for him, for they feel a
unity with him.

So also would we feel toward the larger
family, if we were imbued with the
Christian sense of love.  We would seek to
excuse the missteps of those we speak of as
criminals, to help them, to reform rather
than retaliate, and we would, should, and
ought to feel that what we call their disgrace
is really and truly partly ours as well.  When
one of our countrymen achieves a notable
feat, we feel that we have a right to bask in
his honors.  We point with pride to all the

notable sons of our nation, and in the name
of consistency we ought also to feel the
shame of those who have failed through
conditions in our national family, for we are
truly responsible for their downfall, perhaps
more, even, than for the honors of those
who achieved.  In the little family, when one
of the members shows talent, usually all
unite to give him or her, the opportunity and
education that will develop them, for all are
prompted by true brotherly love.  We, in the
national family, generally obstruct and
smother the precocious ones under the heel
of the economic necessity of earning a liv-
ing.  We leave them no leisure for attain-
ment.  O! That we might understand our
national responsibility and seek out by
means of commissions those of our little
brothers and sisters who are talented in any
direction so that we might foster these tal-
ents to the eternal welfare of humanity as
well as succor those who we now trample
down as criminals.

But love does not consist in indiscrimi-
nate giving.  It takes into consideration also
the motive behind the gifts.  Many people
feed a tramp at their back door because it
makes them uncomfortable to think that a
fellow being is hungry.  That is not love.
Sometimes indeed it may be a greater love
to refuse a professional beggar food—even
though we suffer at the thought of his pre-
sent predicament—if we refuse for the pur-
pose of forcing him to seek work and
become a useful member of society.
Indulgence of bad habits in others without
discrimination may indeed lead a brother or
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sister to the downward path. It may there-
fore be necessary, even if distasteful and
unpleasant, to restrain such ones from fol-
lowing foolish desires.  The point is, that
whatever our actions may seem from a
superficial standpoint, they should be dictat-
ed by the keynote of Christianity: “Love.”
For the lack of this, the Church is languish-
ing. The light upon the altar is almost gone
out; many have left to seek the light else-
where.

And therein lies another grave mistake;
such conduct is analogous to that of the
crew on a sinking ship which takes to the
boats as long as possible to save the ship.  It
is all right to seek the light, but there should
be the purpose to use it properly.  Did you
ever stand close to a railroad track on a dark
night and see a train approaching?  Did you
notice how the gleaming headlight sends its
powerful rays ahead upon the track for a
great distance?  How, when it approaches
you, these rays were blinding to your eyes?
How it rushed past, and then in a moment
you were in utter darkness?  The light that
shone so bright in front gave not the slight-
est ray to the rear and thus the darkness
seemed all the more Egyptian.  There are
many people who seek the mystic light and
acquire a great deal of illumination, but like
the locomotive engine spoken of, they focus
and concentrate upon the track which they
themselves are to pursue. They take every
possible care to let no ray stray from that
path so that every vestige of light may be
used to brighten their own way.  They work
only to one single purpose; namely, to attain

spiritual powers for themselves. So concen-
trated are they upon that object that they
never even suspect the Egyptian darkness
that envelops all the rest of the world.  But
Christ commanded us to let our light shine,
to place it as a city upon a hill which no one
could fail to see.  Never to hide it under a
bushel, but always to let it illuminate our
surroundings as far as its rays will reach.
Only insofar as we follow that injunction
are we justified in seeking the mystic light.
We must never keep one single ray for our
own particular use but we should strive day
by day to make ourselves so pure that there
may be no obstruction to the divine light
within, that it may flow through us in its
fullness, to all of the human family who are
suffering for Light and Love.  Many indeed
are called, and few are chosen.  Let us take
this to heart and be so zealous for Christ in
all our dealings and doings, so that indeed
we may be chosen; chosen to do His work
of Love.

COMMENDATION VS.
CONDEMNATION

The Rosicrucian Fellowship lays stress
upon actual service to our Fellowmen, and
very often the question is asked, “How can
I serve my Fellowmen?  I do not seem to
have the opportunity.”  It may therefore be
well to point out that service does not nec-
essarily mean a great and spectacular deed,
such as getting in front of a runaway horse
and carriage and saving the lives of the peo-
ple in it, or going into a burning building to
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rescue those who would otherwise burn to
death.  Such opportunities do not come to
every one, or every day, but all, without any
exception whatever, have opportunity to
serve, no matter what is their environment,
and the line of service that we shall indicate
in this article is of even greater value than
any one single act of saving someone from
a death which must sooner or later be the
portion of all, for surely it is of greater value
to help people to live well than to help them
merely to escape death.

It is a deplorable fact that the great major-
ity of us are selfish to a degree.  We seek the
best there is in life with an almost entire dis-
regard of our neighbor. One of the ways this
selfishness expresses itself most frequently
is in maintaining an attitude of self-satisfac-
tion.  We are too prone to compare our
efforts, our belongings, our faculties, with
those of others, and where it is manifest that
they have more than we, that they are more
accomplished, etc., there is a feeling of jeal-
ousy and envy that prompts us to speak
slight of them or in some way to minimize
their success or attainments under the delu-
sion that by this comparison we arise to
their level, or above it.  If, on the other hand,
it is manifest that they have not as much as
we, if it appears that their social standing is
beneath our own, and it seems easy to estab-
lish their inferiority, we may adopt the
supercilious attitude, we may speak patron-
izingly or condescendingly of them, think-
ing that by such comparison we raise our-
selves greatly above our actual position.  

If we hear some one speak evil of another,

we are always ready and prone to believe
the very worse because then, by compari-
son, we seem to be so much better, so much
holier, and so far exalted above the culprit in
the case.  And where merit is so manifest
that praise cannot be withheld, we generally
give it in a most grudging manner, for we
feel as if the praise given to them takes
away from ourselves, or perhaps even exalts
them above ourselves.

That is the general attitude of the world.
However deplorable or lamentable the fact
may be, it is a fact, among the great majori-
ty of mankind—everybody seems con-
cerned to keep everybody else back.  This is
one of the greatest items of man’s inhuman-
ity to man, which makes countless thou-
sands mourn, and causes them to make
other countless thousands mourn in return.

What greater service can any one render
to everyone else than that of adopting a sys-
tematic attitude of encouragement and com-
mendation?  There is nothing more true than
the sentiment of the doggerel, “There is so
much good in the worst of us, and so much
bad in the best of us, that it scarcely
behooves any of us to find fault with any of
the rest of us.”  In the home, in the shop, in
the office, everywhere, we meet, day by day
with different people, every one of them
amenable to a desire for encouragement.  

As the sunshine is to the flower, so is an
encouraging word to everybody in the
world.  If someone has done well and we
speak a word of appreciation, that word will
help him or her to do even better the next
time.  If someone has done wrong, or failed,
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a word of sympathy and confidence in their
ultimate ability to achieve, or retrieve, will
encourage him or her to try again and to
win. Just as surely will the attitude of dis-
couragement  wither and make a wreck out
of the life that might have been saved by a
word of cheer.  When someone comes along
with a tale of evil about someone else, be
very slow to believe and be slower still to
tell anyone else.  Endeavor by every means
of persuasion to stop the one who came to
you with the tale from repeating it to others.
No good can ever accrue to yourself or to
anyone else from listening to and believing
in such tales.

This line of service may seem to be very
easy at the first thought, but you must bear
in mind that it will very often require a very
great deal of self-abnegation to carry on the
work because we are all so imbued with
selfishness that it is next to impossible for
most of us to always put that self away
entirely, and place ourselves in the position
of others and give to them the encourage-
ment and commendation for which we our-
selves so earnestly long. 

But if we persist in this attitude, and carry
it out consistently with everyone in our
environment, always making it a point to
speak a word of encouragement wherever
we can possibly find an opportunity, we
shall presently find that people come to us
not only with their sorrows, but also with
their joys, and that thus we may gain some
recompense.  We shall feel then that we
have had a large share in their attainment,
and in all these successes of other people

there will be a joy and a success that legiti-
mately belongs to ourselves, a success
moreover that no one can take from us,
something that will go with us beyond the
grave as treasure in heaven.  

Let it not be forgotten that every single lit-
tle act is engraved upon the seed atom in our
hearts, that the feeling and emotion which
accompanies that act will react upon us in
the post-mortem existence, and that all the
joy, all the pleasure, all the love that we
pour out toward other people will react upon
us in the first heaven and give us a sublime
experience, will inculcate in us a wonderful
faculty of giving more and more joy to oth-
ers, of being of greater and greater service.
And let us remember that this is the only
true greatness, the only greatness which is
worth working for, the greatness that helps
us to be of service.  Above everything, even
more than encouraging others in their work,
let us remember the part of the service out-
lined that deals with stopping tales.  When
anyone comes to us with a tale concerning
someone else, no matter what we may think
ourselves, no matter what may be the justi-
fication, repetition does not do any good. It
does harm. As a snowball that rolls down a
mountain accumulates more and more
snow, grows larger and larger, so also the
tale which is carried from one mouth to
another becomes exaggerated and much
sorrow and suffering is caused by the
tongue of the gossip.

Therefore we can render no greater ser-
vice to the parties involved or the communi-
ty than endeavoring to get those who carry
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tales of evil to stop the habit.  Home have
been wrecked, communities have been dis-
rupted, men have gone to the gallows time
and again, or to a lifelong servitude in some
institution, which is far worse, because of
idle tales carried about.  Therefore we can
render as great a service by refusing to lis-
ten to gossip, as by encouraging those who
have failed in their ambition, or commend-
ing those who have succeeded.  Every day
opportunities are knocking at our door, no
matter where we are or what is our station in
life.  

SIDELIGHTS AND VIEWPOINTS

“Vita”

We often struggle on through life under a
profound misapprehension of some of the
clearest truths; truths which, if understood,
would help us to solve many deep, perplex-
ing problems, and quite clear our mental
skies.  To know just how to live, just what to
believe amid all the bewildering debris of
changing thought forms, philosophical sys-
tems, and religious ideas, is the great prob-
lem of today.  It is a problem greater than
the industrial and the social, unless we look
deep enough to find their roots in the one
universal life.  These roots bring us all to
one plane—the spiritual.  Not as through
erroneous teaching we have understood the
spiritual.  Much of our past teaching along
those lines has led us to regard it as some-
thing unreal and vague—the direct antithe-
sis of practical life.  As we understand it
now, the sense plane of objective life is the

unreal and the phantasmal. 
Life and Truth are quite simple, rightly

comprehended.  We make them complex by
our illusions and false estimates.  Our prej-
udices and opinions sway us.  We turn our
faces from the light and amuse ourselves
with our petty toys of sense—the play
things of childish grown-ups.  We see some
reflected rays of that light in our sense
world of shadowy images.  It refracts and
falls in broken gleams here and there on our
playthings, which we dignify by the name
of business or pleasure.  Catching a ray now
and then we fancy, like the foolish children
we are, that we see and know.

Self, the personal self, confirms us in our
blind ignorance, for it cries incessantly “Me,
me.”  It is so easy to believe that which falls
into line with our desires.  We soon learn to
accept all that self says and worship her in
blind frenzy.  Here is where all our trouble
begins.  The beautiful, divine Light is shin-
ing all the time within the centre of our
being but we turn our backs upon it and
worship our idols.  These idols are not even
clay, but mere illusions; so a stupid aspect is
given to our idolatry.

Evil is merely relative, so the plane on
which we have arrived settles the question
of our responsibility.  The Hottentot is not a
criminal according to the higher code of
ethics, when he sallies forth to slay.  His
moral sense is entirely un-awakened, and he
has no spiritual consciousness whatever.  He
is an unevolved or undeveloped creature.
Some day he too will awaken; then will
begin his struggle with life’s baffling prob-
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lems.  Between him and the intelligences
who have almost solved these problems lie
immeasurable steps of progress.  Each step
taken brings the spiritual consciousness
nearer to its perfect unfoldment, when all
things stand out in their true relations in the
clear, white light of truth.

The child is not fully accountable for his
lapses until  his reason develops.  The
grown-up children of our humanity are only
relatively guilty when producing discord in
the symphony of life.  They beat the drum in
the cantabile movements, play the bugle in
the low toned reveries, and when the motive
requires a reverent hush, they pound the
keys of life in mad frenzy.  Naturally, the
higher souls shiver in agony.  But the agony
is a part of the universal  pain which the
higher souls must share with all humanity.
We do not hold these child souls wholly
responsible for their share in increasing the
earth’s misery.  They do not know, hence
they act as blind forces, mischievous ele-
mentals.

Who, then, is responsible for all the unrest
and confusion of life?  Chiefly those who
belong to a higher plane but who do not live
and act thereon; those who are supposed to
be the custodians and dispensers of the
higher truths.

In our Western civilization they are those
professing the Christian faith—who are by
virtue of the impulse received from higher
spheres, designed to lighten humanity’s
darkness.

It is pathetically tragic that many follow-
ers of the Christ—professed followers—

should be obstructions to the full shining of
the light.  To cast shadows instead of radiat-
ing light belongs to another kingdom than
that of Christ.  It has put a sword into the
hands of the enemy.  It has retarded the
work that Christ came to do.

Much of the wrong is owing to a very fatal
misapprehension and misconception of the
truth.  The Church, having lost so much of
her priceless heritage through worldliness
and sense worship, is really lost in a maze of
gloom and doubt.  Often her ministers and
teachers are but blind leaders of the blind.
Here and there devoted souls hold aloft their
little lamps.  They have caught some gleams
of truth and, with love for God and human-
ity as a controlling force, they make an
effort to raise the standard of living.  Their
work bears witness to their purity of motive,
yet often it is marred by an element of
weakness.  A touch of sensationalism, of
appeal to spiritual selfishness, of inchoate
teaching, render it less effective than it
might be.

Instead of well rounded lives with the
mental and spiritual elements balancing,
there is emotional hysteria or cold negation.
Instead of reason fully developed and pay-
ing supreme homage to intuition, the divine
inner light, one finds weak wills fed by arti-
ficial stimulants and futile vagaries of
thought—which are not thought.  One lis-
tens to weak, stereotyped utterances, bor-
rowed from various sources, divorced from
their context.  One shudders at the platitudes
repeated with profound solemnity, plati-
tudes whose ineptness condemns them for
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the thinker.  They are contented with narrow
vision, centered on half truths, while the
soul longs for the wide outlook, the clear
altitudes, the far-off vistas of truth that
never narrow down to a horizon line.

The Church, as the custodian of the high-
er mysteries, should give this truth to the
people.  Otherwise the candlestick will be
removed from its place.  There must be
torch bearers; the truth must be proclaimed.
Those in the vanguard of the race have a
fearful responsibility, whether in the Church
or out of it.  Merely to let the inner light
shine and to dedicate the life to the highest
ideal of service—which is the Christ ideal—
is the next step in the upward path.

IDEAS AND THINGS

By W. A. Rowdan

The best method of developing a faculty is
by using it.  Thus, if one continually speaks
a strange language, proficiency in and
knowledge of the language are the results.
However much it is desired to learn, the lan-
guage is useless without actual hard work.
It is just the same with ideals.  Ideals are
splendid and uplifting when in the mental
world, but their real usefulness is shown
when they are crystallized into definite
action in the everyday material world.  

Everything material has first existed in the
realm of ideas, of thought, and was brought
down to its present material condition by
definite and sequential action.  The dreamer
is the man of ideas and ideals.  His work is
in the mental world but descends no lower.

His ideas exist only as ideas—they are
thoughts without concrete forms, and from a
practical point of view useless.  The practi-
cal man goes a step further and precipitates
his ideas into hard material objects, and his
ideals into sound working methods or
schemes.

But when a thought is thus materialized, it
loses a certain beauty.  It is more pleasing to
think of many things than to actually have
them.  Thus, if a man were to read his auto-
biography in the form in which most popu-
lar novels are written, he would find it
extremely pleasant and gratifying.  But he
would know that to think in this fashion of
his life was infinitely more charming than
the actual experience of his life as actually
undergone by him.

The dreamer fears to materialize his
thoughts in case he loses their charm,
although the material gain would be great.
He will not prostitute them for material
gain.  The practical man has no such scru-
ples, having decided that material gain
should be derived from his thoughts.  The
practical man therefore exercises the faculty
of carrying out his ideas, and if he should be
a helper of humanity, he would be a more
efficient one than the dreamer because of
his ability to work and help.  Of course, if a
man is material in the sense of being entire-
ly swayed by profit and selfish desires, then
he would be acting wrongly.  It is obvious
that correct development in the dreamer and
the material man should be on the lines
taught by the Rosicrucian Philosophy; that
is, by developing head and heart equally.
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CONSCIOUSNESS AFTER DEATH AND
RE-BIRTH

Question:  How do you know the Ego is
conscious after death?  Please refer to Job,
Chapter 15:10-12, which reads: “He knows
nothing till the heavens be no more.”

Answer:  When you are reading a book
you do not take everything it contains liter-
ally, if the strain of the book is poetical.
You see the absurdity of this literal interpre-
tation of the Bible when it comes to such
passages which say that the trees sing or
that the hills dance, for you know that as a
matter of actual fact the hills do not dance
nor the trees sing and laugh.  You enter into
the sentiment of the poet, but discount such
expressions as poetical terms, not meant to
be taken literally.  It is similar with other
statements that are contrary to what is actu-
ally known to be the facts.  And when one
has evolved the spiritual sight, it is a fact
patent to him that consciousness does not
begin with birth nor end with death.  In real-
ity the waking consciousness in the physical
world, which we think so paramount and
important during life, is really very limited
when compared with the spiritual con-
sciousness.  We are far more conscious
before birth and after death, because we are
more closely in touch with the spiritual
source of our being in whom is All-con-

sciousness.
The Spiritualists and the Society for

Psychological Research have done a great
deal towards bringing positive evidence
before the public that there is a continuance
of consciousness after we pass out of the
body.  While there has been much fraud in
these demonstrations, there has also been an
overwhelming mass of truth brought out,
under conditions that made deceptions or
mistakes impossible.  Messages have been
received from persons who had passed out
of this life and they have shown that such a
state as that described in this passage from
Job is absolutely not true.  If you will read
Mr. Heindel’s first lecture, “The Riddle of
Life and Death,” and the second one,
“Where are the Dead?” you will find the
question of re-birth very thoroughly dis-
cussed.

Both biblical and historical instances,
such as that of Joan of Arc, the French
Liberator, who was an ignorant peasant
maid, but guided by the Spirit voices
intelligently out-maneuvered the English
Generals and brought victory to the French
armies, prove that those who pass out of this
life are not in a state of unconsciousness nor
lose their intelligence to any degree whatever.

Besides, it is not necessary to rely on spir-
its from the other side of the veil of death to
communicate to us the facts of existence

Question Department
* * * * * *



there. Each one of us has latent within him-
self or herself a sixth sense which, when
cultivated, enables us to see, know, and
function upon that plane of life and exis-
tence together with those spirits who have
passed out of the present life.  We may then
talk with them, walk with them, and in all
things enter into their life, so that we may
know for ourselves, without depending
upon anyone else, that the consciousness
which we have in life is augmented, if any-
thing, by the shuffling-off of this mortal
coil.

It requires exercise and labor, however, to
awaken that spiritual faculty and use that
sense, just as it requires time, labor, and
application to acquire the art of playing
upon a piano or making a watch.  But every-
one has the faculty latent within and may
develop if he or she so wills.  In the course
of time every human being will have that
faculty, in addition to our present five sens-
es.  And that is what is meant in Revelation
when it says that “in the new Heaven and
the new Earth there shall be no death.”  Job
speaks of the body, and the present heavens.
These pass away, but Revelation speaks
about a New Heaven and a New Earth
wherein dwelleth righteousness, and the last
enemy that is conquered is Death.  When we
have evolved that spiritual faculty so that it
is possible for us at any moment to focus
our vision upon that plane of existence
where those whom we call “dead,” are now
living, we see them as they were before and
we realize that there is in reality no death.
That is the best proof.

Question:  Can you prove from the Bible
that the Ego is born and re-born till it is fit
to be in God’s presence?

Answer:  There are some people who
believe that the Bible is absolutely true,
word for word, from cover to cover.
Moreover, in controversy they seem to
argue as though it had originally been writ-
ten in English and every word meant just
what it said and nothing else.  As a matter of
fact, the Bible has been translated, tran-
scribed, edited, and re-edited so many times
that interpolations have, of course, crept in.
Some have been inserted unintentionally,
due to the fact that a copyist will make a slip
with the pen occasionally.  There have been
cases where interpolations were put in to
support a certain doctrine in which the
copyist believed and which was not clearly
enunciated.  Among scholars it is well rec-
ognized that only a general outline of the
original teachings remains with us today.

In all religions an exoteric side was
always given to the multitude.  This con-
tained the more elementary teachings; but a
deeper phase was given to those who had
fitted themselves by their life for under-
standing the deeper mysteries.  We may take
the word of Christ to his disciples—“Unto
you it is given to know the mysteries of the
kingdom of the heavens but unto these in
parables”—as an indication that there is a
similar arrangement in the Christian religion.

Among these mysteries was the doctrine
of rebirth, which you will see He must have
taught from the following conversation.
When He asked them, “Who do men say
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that I, the Son of man, am?  And they
answered and said, Some say you are John
the Baptist, some Elijah, and some that you
are Jeremiah or one of the Prophets.”  These
personages had all died and their bodies
must have decayed in the grave.  Yet we
find people believing that Jesus was one of
them reborn.  If this principle of rebirth had
been wrong, it would have been his duty as
a teacher to have set his disciples right and
He would probably have said: “What non-
sense; how can I be one of those?  They are
gone centuries ago.”  But instead He asks:
“Who do you say that I am?”  In the case of
Elijah He taught this doctrine outright, for
he said to his disciples concerning John the
Baptist, “This is Elijah, if you will receive
it.”  There was no equivocation but a straight
forward statement, “This is Elijah.”  And
this statement was reiterated later on when
they left the Mount of Transfiguration; for
on that occasion Christ said to his disciples:
“Elijah has come and they have done to him
as they listed”; then they knew that he spoke
of John the Baptist.

In the Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception, on
page 167, you will find the logical reason
why this doctrine has been suppressed in the
intervening centuries—also the means that
were taken to blot it from consciousness.

Question:  If, as you say, Jesus’ body was
scattered to the four winds at the time of
burial, how then did Thomas touch Jesus
after death?  How did He say, “Handle me
and see, for a spirit has not flesh and bones
as ye see me have?”  Later on it is said that

he ate fish and honey.  Is it possible for a
spirit without a fleshly body to eat and to be
touched?

Answer:  This question is one that occurs
very often and we might refer you to the
back files where it has been answered.  But
as so many new people come in constantly,
it seems that perhaps it is better to take it up
anew.  As the writer never refers to back
numbers himself, he will each time take up
these matters from a different angle which
may give new points, even to those who
have had them answered before, and thus
the reiteration will not be without benefit.  

Our latest investigations indicate that
where a man spiritualizes his vehicles, the
constitution of the vital body, made of ether,
is most materially changed.  In the ordinary
man there is always a preponderance of the
two lower ethers—the chemical and vital
ethers—which have to do with the up-build-
ing and propagation of the physical body,
and a minimum of the light and of the
reflecting ethers, which are concerned with
sense perception and the higher spiritual
qualities.  After death, the body of the ordi-
nary man is laid in the grave and the vital
body hovers about two feet above the
mound, gradually disintegrating.  The dense
body disintegrates simultaneously; but
when we say it decays, we really mean that
it becomes much more alive than it was
while the man inhabited it, for each little
molecule is now taken charge of by a sepa-
rate individual life.  It begins to associate
with its neighbors; the unity of one individ-
ual life is superseded by a community of
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many lives.  Therefore we speak of such a
decaying corpse as alive with worms.  The
denser and more gross this vehicle is, the
longer time it will require for disintegration,
because the vital body hovering above has a
tenacious magnetic hold that keeps the
dense molecules in check.  The two higher
ethers vibrate at a much more rapid rate
than the lower, and where a man by spiritu-
al thoughts has massed around him a great
volume of this ether, which then composes
his vital body, the vibrations of the dense
body also become more intense, and when
the man leaves his body at death there is lit-
tle or nothing of the vital body left behind to
keep the components of the physical body
in check.  The disintegration is, therefore,
very rapid. This we cannot easily prove
because very few people are sufficiently
spiritual to make the difference noticeable;
but you will recall that in the Bible it is said
of certain characters that they were translat-
ed; also, that the body of Moses was so
vibrant that it shone, and his body was not
found, etc.

These were cases where the body was
rapidly returned to the elements, and when
the Christ’s body was laid in the grave its
disintegration took place almost instanta-
neously.

But so long as the archetype of the physi-
cal body persists, it endeavors to draw to
itself physical materials which it then
shapes according to the form of the vital
body.  Thus, it is difficult for the Invisible
Helper who passes out of his body to refrain
from materializing.  The moment his will to

keep away from himself all physical imped-
iments is relaxed, materials from the sur-
rounding atmosphere attach themselves to
him as iron filings are drawn to a magnet,
and he becomes visible and tangible to
whatever extent he desires.  Thus he is
enabled to do actual physical work wherev-
er it is necessary, no matter if he be thou-
sands of miles away from his body.  On the
other hand, what really brings about death is
the collapse of the archetype of the dense
body.  Therefore, the spirits who pass away
from this earth life are unable to materialize
save through a medium where they extract
her living vital body, drape themselves
therewith and thus attract the physical sub-
stance necessary to make themselves visible
to the sitters.

There is a third class, namely the initiated
Invisible Helpers who have passed out of
this life.  They have learned to attract or
repel physical matter by their wills as said
in the beginning of this paragraph, and
therefore they are able to materialize despite
the fact that their archetype has collapsed.
The Christ naturally was at the head of this
class and consequently able to pass through
a wall in His vital body; for as the ether
inter-penetrates every physical molecule, so
also the vital body, made of ether, may like-
wise pass through physical obstructions.
Once in the room with his disciples, He
attracted to himself, by an exercise of will,
sufficient physical matter to clothe himself
in a dense body.  Then it was possible for
His disciples to touch and handle Him as
stated in the Gospels.
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Respecting the eating of the fish and
honey, there is a mystic significance to this
which will be taken up in the Astral Ray
department at a later date.  You will note
that fish is very prominent in all the
Gospels.  The disciples were fishermen and
had miraculous drafts of fishes; parables
were told of them and people were fed with
loaves and fishes.  The story of Jonah and
the whale and all other such narratives have
an esoteric and astrological significance
that will be brought out in the articles of
which we speak, so we will not go into that
part of the question at the present time.  But
we will just answer the last sentence in your
question—“Is it possible for a spirit without
a fleshly body to eat and drink?”—by say-
ing that in the lowest regions of the desire
world which interpenetrate the etheric
regions of the physical world, there are
classes of spirits of whom we hear a great
deal in spiritualistic literature.  They live in
houses, they eat and drink; they have, in
fact, all relations of life exactly as we have
them here and continue very much the same
manner of existence as they did when
among us in the visible world.  It is also
possible for a materialized spirit or for an
initiate who materializes, to eat and drink;
but it would then be necessary to dispose of
the materials taken into the body in another
method than by the ordinary process of
assimilation.  

Question:  How do you reconcile the
statement of the Bible that Joseph knew not
Mary until she had brought forth her first-

born, Jesus, who was thus conceived of the
Holy Spirit, with the Rosicrucian teaching
that Jesus was the son of a human father,
Joseph, and Mary, his mother?

Answer:  If you look at the genealogies of
Jesus given in Matthew and Luke, you will
find that the parentage is traced through
Joseph to Adam; not one word is spoken
about Mary. As was said in answer to an
earlier question in this issue, a copyist may
have interpolated the passage to prove the
materialistic sense of the doctrine of the
immaculate conception.

If you take the esoteric doctrine of the
immaculate conception, no such juggling is
necessary.  Jehovah, the Holy Spirit, the
leader of the Angels, is, everywhere in the
Bible, shown as the giver of children.  His
messengers came to Sarah to announce the
birth of Isaac to her; to Hannah to announce
the birth of Samuel; to Mary to announce
the advent of Jesus, whose vehicles were
later given to the Christ.  The power of the
Holy Spirit fructifies the human ovum as
well as the kernel of grain in the earth and
the original sin occurred when Adam knew
his wife contrary to the approbation of
Jehovah.  That transgression brought the
stain of sin upon a sacred function.  But
when a holy life has made pure the desires,
a man becomes filled with a holy spirit, and
it is possible to perform the generative func-
tion without passion; hence the conception
is immaculate. The child born under such
conditions is naturally superior, because the
conception then is a sacred rite of self-sac-
rifice and not an act of self-gratification.
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THE MEASURE OF AMENABILITY
TO PLANETARY VIBRATIONS

(Continued)

As we have seen in the foregoing chapters
of this series, Mars, Venus and Uranus mark
three stages in the emotional development of
man.  During the stages where he is only
amenable to Mars, animal passion reigns
supreme and he seeks unrestricted gratifica-
tion of all his lower desires in the intercourse
with his fellowman, but particularly with the
opposite sex. During the stage where he
becomes amenable to the rays of Venus, love
softens the brutality of his desires and the
animal passions are somewhat held in leash;
he is even, under the higher phases of this
planet, ready to sacrifice himself and his
desires for the benefit and comfort of loved
ones.  When he has evolved to the point
where he can feel the rays of Uranus, the pas-
sion of Mars gradually turns to compassion.
There the love of Venus, which is only for
one particular person, becomes all-inclusive
so that it embraces all human kind, regard-
less of sex or any other distinction, for it is
above all material considerations of whatev-
er nature.  

The mentality also evolves through three
stages according to the amenability of the
person to the vibrations of the Moon,

Mercury, and Neptune.  While man is only
amenable to the lunar influence, he is child-
like and easily guided by the higher powers,
which have led him through the various
stages mentioned in our previous chapters.
Under the stellar ray of Mercury he gradual-
ly develops his intellectual powers and
becomes a reasonable being.  As such, he is
placed under the law of cause and effect,
made responsible for his own actions, so that
he may reap what he has sown and learn
thereby the experiences that life has to teach
him under the present regime.  

Being inexperienced, he makes mistakes in
whatever direction is indicated by the afflic-
tions to Mercury in his horoscope, and con-
sequently he suffers a corresponding penalty
of sorrow and trouble.  If he has not the men-
tality to reason on the connection between
his mistakes and the sad experiences growing
from them during his lifetime, the panorama
of life, which unfolds in the post-mortem
state, makes this clear and leaves with him an
essence of “right feeling” which we know as
“conscience.”

This conscience keeps him from repeating
past mistakes, when the feeling generated
has become sufficiently strong to overbal-
ance the tendency to yield to the particular
temptation which caused him suffering.
Thus he gradually develops a spiritual con-
sciousness which is above and beyond

The Astral Ray
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human reason, but which nevertheless is also
connected with reason in such a manner that
when the result has been reached, the man
who has this Cosmic Consciousness knows
the reason why such and such a thing is and
must be, or why he ought to take a certain
action.  

This Cosmic Consciousness is developed
under the ray of Neptune and differs from
that intuitional right feeling developed under
the ray of Uranus in the very important fact
that while the person who has developed the
Uranian quality of intuition arrives at the
truth instantaneously, without the necessity
of thinking over the matter or reasoning, he is
unable to give anything but the result.  He
cannot connect the various steps of logical
sequence whereby the final result was
reached.  The man or woman, however, who
develops the Neptune faculty, also has the
result of any question immediately and is
able to tell the reason why that result is the
proper and right one.

The Faculty of intuition built up from the
Martial base of passion, through the
Venusian stage of love, and the Uranian ray
of compassion, depends upon the ability of
the person involved to feel very intensely.
By love and devotion the heart is attuned to
every other heart in the universe and in this
way it knows and feels all that may be known
and felt by any other heart in the universe.
Thus it shares the divine omniscience that
binds Our Father in Heaven to His children,
and through the direct heart to heart touch
with the omniscience the person obtains the
result of whatever problem is placed before

him.  
The noblest men of all ages, Christian

saints of the most transcendent spirituality,
have attained their wonderful development
through the spiritual rays of this planet
because of the intense feeling of Oneness
with the divine and with all that lives and
breathes in the universe.

But there are others who are not thus con-
stituted and they are not able to walk that
path.  These, through the Moon, Mercury,
and Neptune, have developed their intellect
and attained the same results plus the
Neptunian Power of Ideation.

This is a very important point and it is only
brought out in the Western Wisdom
Teachings, for while it was formerly taught
that the spirit involves itself in matter and
thereby crystallizes itself into form which
then evolves, the Western Wisdom Teachings
tell us that there is in addition a third factor
in universal advancement; namely,
Epigenesis, the faculty whereby the spirit
may choose a course that is altogether new
and independent of what has gone before. We
see the expression of this in all kingdoms rel-
ative to form, but in the human kingdom epi-
genesis expresses itself as genius, a creative
instinct which makes man more akin to the
divine than any other of his accomplish-
ments.  This is developed under the Neptune
ray when that planet is well placed in the
horoscope.  There is, of course, also such a
thing as an evil genius, a destructive faculty
developed under an afflicted Neptune.  

Only the most sensitive people in the world
feel the rays of Uranus and Neptune at the
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present time.  To feel these vibrations the
connection between the dense physical body
and the vital body, which is made of ether,
must be rather loose, for where these two
vehicles are firmly interlocked, the person is
always of a materialistic turn and cannot
respond to the higher and more subtle vibra-
tions from the spiritual world.  But when the
stellar rays from these two planets impinge
upon a person whose vital body is loosely
connected with the physical, we have what is
called a sensitive.  

The direction and quality of this faculty
depends upon the placement and the aspect
of the two planets mentioned, however.
Those who are particularly under the domi-
nation of an adverse aspect of the Uranian
ray, usually develop the undesirable phases
of clairvoyance and mediumship.  They eas-
ily become the prey of entities from the
invisible world who have no regard for their
victim’s desire, even if in a weak manner
these should protest.  Such mediums are gen-
erally used in simple trance communications
and in a few cases known to the writer have
lived very beautiful and happy lives because
of their implicit belief in the spirits that dom-
inated them.  In these cases the spirit-con-
trols were of a better class than usually met
with.  But as this Uranian faculty is built up
through Mars and Venus, passion is promi-
nent in such natures and under the influence
of obsessing spirits many of these people are
driven into gross immorality.  Vampirism and
kindred disreputable practices are also
engendered by the perverse use of the
Uranian ray in mediums.

Neptune may be said to represent the invis-
ible worlds in their more positive aspects.
Those who come under the evil rays of this
planet are therefore brought in touch with the
most undesirable occupants of the invisible
worlds.  Actual obsession, whereby the
owner of a body is deprived of his vehicle,
takes place under the ray of Neptune and no
materializing séance could ever be held were
it not for this stellar vibration.  Magic, white
or black, can never be put to practical use
save under and because of this Neptunian
vibration.  Apart from this ray it will remain
theory, speculation, and book learning.
Therefore, the Initiates of every Mystery
School, spiritual seers who have full control
of their faculty, and astrologers are amenable
in varying degrees to the ray of Neptune.  

The black magician and the hypnotist, who
is a twin brother to him, are also dependent
on this stellar ray for use in their nefarious
practices.  The highest human development
at the present time—namely, the soul unfold-
ment which is undertaken in the mystery
temples through initiation—is directly the
result of the Neptune Ray, for just as evil
configurations make men liable to assault by
invisible entities, so the good configurations
of Neptune are particularly required to
enable a man to unfold by initiation his
whole soul powers and become a conscious
agent in the invisible worlds.  

Let us remember, however, that good or
evil configurations are not the result of
chance or luck, but the horoscope shows the
tendencies of the coming life; it shows what
we have earned by our past living and there-
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fore what we are entitled to in the present
life.  

Moreover, it should always be kept in mind
that the stars impel but they do not compel.
Because a man or woman has an evil config-
uration of Neptune or Uranus, it is not
unavoidable that they should go into active
evil mediumship or black magic and thereby
make life harder for themselves in the future.
Their opportunity to do so and the temptation
will come at certain times when the heaven-
ly time markers point to the right hour on the
clock of destiny.  Then it is time to stand firm
for the good and for the right. Being fore-
warned through a knowledge of Astrology,
one is also forearmed and may the easier
overcome when such an aspect culminates. 

Thus we have seen in the three continued
articles of this series that man is amenable to
the planetary rays in an increasing measure
as he advances through evolution, but the
more highly developed he becomes spiritual-
ly the less he will allow the planets to domi-
nate him, while the younger soul is driven
unrestingly along the tide of life in whatever
direction the planetary vibrations propel him.
It is the mark of the advanced soul that it
keeps the true course regardless of planetary
vibrations.  Between these two extremes
there are naturally all gradations. Some are
amenable to the rays of one planet more than
another, and the bark of life of such men and
women is driven upon the rocks of sorrow
and suffering, that they may learn to evolve
within themselves the Will power that finally
frees them from all domination by the ruling
stars. As Goethe, the great mystic said:

From every power that holds the world in
chains;

Man liberates himself when self-control he
gains.

And it may be asked, have we run the
gamut of vibrations when we have learned to
respond to all the seven planets which are
mythically represented as the seven strings
on Apollo’s Lyre?  In other words, is
Neptune the highest vibration to which we
shall yet respond?  The Western Wisdom
Teachings tell us that there are two more
planets in the universe which will be known
in future ages and that these will have an
influence in developing qualities of so tran-
scendent a nature that we cannot now under-
stand.  The number of Adam, man or human-
ity, is nine, and there are nine rungs upon the
stellar ladder by which he is ascending to
God.  Up to the present time he has only
climbed five of these rungs: Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, and even the vibra-
tions of these he has not by any means
learned.  Uranus and Neptune are slowly
coming into our lives. They will not become
active in the same manner and to the same
degree that, for instance, the Moon and Mars
are at the present time, until many ages have
passed.  But even when we have learned to
respond to them, there are two more of which
we shall know something later on. It is the
opinion of the writer that these are probably
not felt by any except those who have gradu-
ated from the Greater Mystery School and
the Hierophants of that sublime institution.

In conclusion of this article on the
Amenability of Man to Planetary Vibrations,
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we quote from the Rosicrucian Mysteries the
article on Light, Color, and Consciousness.

Truly, God is One and Undivided.  He
enfolds within His Being all that is, as the
white light embraces all colors.  But He
appears three-fold in manifestation, as the
white light is refracted in three primary col-
ors: Blue, Yellow, and Red.  Wherever we
see these colors they are emblematical of the
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  These three pri-
mary rays of divine Life are diffused or radi-
ated through the Sun and produce Life,
Consciousness, and Form upon each of the
seven light bearers, the planets, which are
called the “Seven Spirits before the throne.”
Their names are: Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.  Bode’s
law proves that Neptune does not belong to
our solar system and the reader is referred to
Simplified Scientific Astrology by the present
writer, for mathematical demonstration of
this condition.

Each of the seven planets receives the light
of the sun in a different measure, according
to its proximity to the central orb and the
constitution of its atmosphere, and the beings
on each, according to their stage of develop-
ment, have affinity for some of the solar rays.
They absorb the color or colors congruous to
them, and reflect the remainder upon the
other planets.  This reflected ray bears with it
an impulse of the nature of the beings with

which it has been in contact.
Thus the divine Light and Life comes to

each planet, either directly from the sun, or
reflected from its six sister planets, and as the
summer breeze which has been wafted over
blooming fields carries upon its silent invisi-
ble wings the blended fragrance of a multi-
tude of flowers, so also the subtle influences
from the Garden of God bring to us the co-
mingled impulses of all the Spirits and in that
varicolored light we live and move and have
our being.  

The rays which come directly from the Sun
are productive of spiritual illumination; the
reflected rays from other planets make for
added consciousness and moral develop-
ment, and the rays reflected by way of the
Moon give physical growth.

But as each planet can only absorb a cer-
tain quantity of one or more colors according
to the general stage of evolution, so each
being upon earth—mineral, plant, animal,
and man—can only absorb and thrive upon a
certain quantity of the various rays projected
upon the earth.  The remainder do not affect
it or produce sensation any more than the
blind are conscious of light and color which
exists everywhere around them.  Therefore,
each being is differently affected by the stel-
lar rays, and the science of Astrology, a fun-
damental truth in nature, is of enormous ben-
efit in the attainment of spiritual growth.
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THE ORIGIN OF FORM

Last month we studied the Origin of Life
and found that according to the Western
Wisdom Teaching, Life is uncreated.  It Was,
Is and always Will Be.  And it is as indepen-
dent of the form through which it manifests
as we are of the house wherein we live.  As
we may move from one house to another at
will, so also Life takes up one habitat after
another and dwells in different forms of
varying capacities.

This month we shall study the Origin of
Form, as taught by the Elder Brothers of the
Rosicrucian Order.  To this end we turn to
page 540 in the Rosicrucian Cosmo-
Conception and find there in the list of words
under the letter “F” the word “Form.”
Opposite is the number 556, which refers to
the page in the index.  On that page we find
under the heading “Form” a considerable
number of references, and even if the student
did no more but read these references he
would obtain considerable elucidation on the
subject.  

We learn from them that “all forms are
built from one basic substance.”  The next
one says, “Forms are crystallized space; after
death they dissolve to spirit.”  Further on,
“All form is devoid of true feeling,” etc.
These references in the index are in them-
selves a wonderful help to the student and
should be used very frequently as they
refresh the memory upon certain points, give
the mind a firm hold on the subject, and from
that the thought may start out with what it
has learned in previous lessons from the
study of this book.

One of the references in this index says that
“the Archetypes build forms.”  Our first
question is:  What is an Archetype?
Therefore, we turn to page 50 as directed, or
rather page 49, for the paragraph wherein the
Archetypes are described begins on that
page, and there we read that “when we speak
of the Archetypes of all the different forms in
the dense world, it must not be thought that
these Archetypes are merely models in the
same sense in which we speak of an object
constructed in miniature or in some material
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other than that appropriate for its final use.
They are not merely likenesses or models of
the forms of which we speak; but they are
creative Archetypes; that is, they fashion the
physical form in their own likeness or like-
nesses; for often a number of these
Archetypes work together to form a certain
species, each Archetype giving part of itself
to build the required form.”

We may inquire:  But how does this
Archetype build the form?  And our index
directs us to page 123, but we may with prof-
it start to read on page 121:  “The power of
rhythmic vibrations is well known to all who
have given the subject even the least study;
for instance, soldiers are commanded to
break step when crossing a bridge; otherwise
the rhythmic tramp would shatter the
strongest structure.  The Bible story of the
sounding of the ram’s horn while marching
around the city of Jericho is not nonsensical
in the eyes of the occultist.  In some cases
similar things have happened without caus-
ing the world to smile with supercilious
incredulity.  A few years ago a band of musi-
cians was practicing in a garden close to a
very solid wall of an old castle.  There
occurred at a certain place in the music a pro-
longed and very piercing tone, and when this
note was sounded the wall of the castle sud-
denly fell.  The musicians had struck the
keynote of the wall and it was sufficiently
prolonged to shatter it….In the heaven world
color and sound are both present, but tone is
the originator of color; hence it is said that
this is particularly the world of tone, and it is
this tone that builds all forms in the physical

world.  As geometrical figures are created by
drawing a violin bow over the edge of a glass
plate, so the forms we see around us are crys-
tallized figures of the Archetypal forces
which play into the Archetypes in the
Heavenly world.”

These Archetypes in the Region of
Concrete Thought are not forms in space
such as we see here in the physical world.
There the form of physical matter is not seen;
the Archetype, however, appears as a cavity,
something like a plaster mold here in this
world.  As the plaster is poured into the plas-
ter mold and then form a stature, so the phys-
ical atoms pour into this cavity which consti-
tutes the Archetype, and the aggregation of
physical atoms thus attracted one to another
is that which we see here in this world as a
living form.  Whether of plant, animal, or
man, the process is the same.

Just as the musical vibrations will move
the sand and spores spoken of into geometri-
cal figures, so also music, sounding in the
Archetype, attracts and molds the physical
atoms with which they come in contact.

When we look at a human being with the
spiritual vision, we see in the region of the
medulla oblongata at the head of the spinal
cord, a flame which pulsates and vibrates in
a most wonderful manner and it is colored
with different rays according to the nature of
the human being in whom it is observed.  If
we have evolved the spiritual faculty of
observation in a sufficient degree, we shall
also hear a sound emanating from the flame.
This sound is the keynote of the physical
body, sounded by the Archetype and is
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responsible for drawing to our vehicles all
materials wherewith we build them.  The
tone of the Archetype changes through life,
and as it changes, so also the body undergoes
certain changes.

If we look up “Archetype” in the list of
words, we are referred to page 544 in the
index and from thence to page 104 in the
book.  There, something is said about the sui-
cide being affected by the persistence of the
Archetype.  “The suicide who tries to get
away from life only to find that he is as much
alive as ever, is in the most pitiable plight; he
is able to watch those whom he has, perhaps,
disgraced by his act; and worst of all, he has
an unspeakable feeling of being hollowed
out.  The part of the ovoid aura where the
dense body used to be is empty, and although
the desire body has taken the form of the dis-
carded dense body it feels like an empty shell
because the creative archetype of the body in
the Region of Concrete Thought persists as
an empty mold, so to speak, as long as the
dense body should properly have lived.
When a person meets a natural death, even in
the prime of life, the activity of the
Archetype ceases and the desire body adjusts
itself so as to occupy the whole of the form;
but in the case of the suicide that feeling of
emptiness remains until the time comes when
in the natural course of events its death
would have occurred.”

The writer has talked with many suicides
both just after they had committed their rash
act and even after a number of years.  They
all confessed that this dreadful feeling of
emptiness seemed to exist as akin to the feel-

ing of hunger (some described it as hunger)
which nothing could satisfy; for the seed
atom of the physical body is, of course, rup-
tured; and that was the vibrating key to all
the other atoms in the body.  Therefore no
atom can stay with this person.  So they
describe it as hunger.  Others have said that it
might be likened to the gnawing of a dread-
ful toothache, felt over every part of the
body.  This continues day and night, year
after year, until the body should have died in
the natural course of events.  Truly it is a
dreadful thing to contemplate; and yet it is
not an avenging deity that punishes man for
his wrong doings, but the immutable law
which acts just the same as a hot stove that
burns us whether we were aware that it was
hot or not when we laid our hands upon it.  

In order that we may study the manner in
which the Ego gathers material about itself
by means of the Archetype and the seed
atoms which are the nuclei of its various
vehicles to form the invisible aura which it
wears during the physical embodiment, we
will turn to page 133, where we read as fol-
lows:  “Previous to taking the dip into matter,
the threefold spirit is naked, having only the
forces of the four seed atoms (which are the
nuclei of the threefold body and the sheath of
mind).  Its descent resembles the putting on
of several pairs of gloves of increasing thick-
ness, as previously illustrated.  The forces of
the mind of the last incarnation are awakened
from their latency in the seed atom.  This
begins to attract to itself materials from the
highest subdivision of the Region of
Concrete Thought, in a manner similar to that
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in which a magnet draws to itself iron filings.  
“If we hold a magnet over a miscellaneous

heap of filings of brass, silver, gold, iron,
lead, and other metals, we shall find that it
selects only iron filings and that even of them
it will take no more than its strength enables
it to lift.  Its attractive power is of a certain
kind and is limited to a certain quantity of
that kind.  The same is true of the seed atom.
It can take in each nothing except the mater-
ial for which it has an affinity and nothing
beyond a certain definite quantity of that.
Thus the vehicle built around this nucleus
becomes an exact counterpart of the corre-
sponding vehicle of the last life, minus the
evil which has been expurgated and plus the
quintessence of good which has been incor-
porated in the seed atom.  

The material selected by the threefold spir-
it forms itself into a great bell shaped figure,
open at the bottom and with the seed atom at
the top.  If we conceive of this illustration
spiritually, we may compare it to a diving
bell descending into a sea composed of fluids
of increasing density.  These correspond to
the different subdivisions of each world.  The
matter taken into the texture of the bell-
shaped body makes it heavier so that it sinks
into the next lower subdivision and takes
from that its proper quota of matter.  

Thus it becomes still heavier and sinks yet
deeper until it has passed through the four
subdivisions of the Region of Concrete
Thought and the sheath of the new mind of
the man is complete.  Next the forces in the
seed-atom of the desire body are awakened.
It places itself at the top of the bell, inside,

and the material of the Seventh Region of the
Desire World draws around it until it sinks to
the sixth region, getting more material there
and so the process continues until the first
Region of the Desire World is reached.  The
bell has now two layers—the sheath of mind
outside and the new desire body inside.

“The seed atom of the vital body is aroused
into activity, but here the process of forma-
tion is not so simple as in the case of the
mind and the desire body, for it must be
remembered that those vehicles were com-
paratively unorganized, while the vital body
and the dense body are more organized and
very complicated.  The material, of a given
quantity and quality, is attracted in the same
manner and under the operation of the same
law as in the case of the higher bodies, but
the building of the new body and the place-
ment in the proper environment is done by
four great Beings of immeasurable wisdom
which are Recording Angels, the “Lords of
Destiny.”  They impress the reflecting ether
of the vital body in such a way that the pic-
tures of the coming life are reflected in it.  It
(the vital body) is built by the inhabitants of
the Heaven world and the elemental spirits in
such a manner as to form a particular type of
brain.  

But mark this, the Ego itself incorporates
therein the quintessence of its former vital
bodies and in addition to this also does a lit-
tle original work.  This is done so that in the
coming life there may be some room for
original and individual expression, not pre-
determined by past action.  

“It is very important to remember that fact.
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There is too great a tendency to think that all
which now exists is the result of something
that previously existed, but if that were the
case there would be no margin left for new
and original efforts and for new causes.  The
chain of cause and effect is not a monotonous
repetition.  There is an influx of new and
original causes all the time.  That is the real
backbone of evolution, the only thing that
gives it meaning and makes it other than an
unrolling of latent actualities.  This is
Epigenesis, the free will that consists of the
freedom to inaugurate something entirely
new, not merely a choice between two cours-
es of action.  This is the important factor
which alone can explain the system to which
we belong in a satisfactory manner.
Involution and Evolution in themselves are
insufficient, but coupled with Epigenesis we
have a full triad of explanation.

“The vital body, having been molded by
the Lords of Destiny, will give form to the
dense body, organ for organ.  This matrix or
mold is then placed in the womb of the future
mother.  The seed atom for the dense body is
in a triangular head of one of the spermato-
zoa in the semen of the father.  This alone
makes fertilization possible and here is the
explanation of the fact that so many times
sex unions are unfruitful.  The chemical con-
stituents of the seminal fluid and the ova are
the same at all times and, if these were the
only requirements, the explanation of the
phenomena of infertility, if sought in the
material, visible world alone would not be
found.  It becomes plain, however, when we
understand that as the molecules of water

freeze only along lines of force in the water
and manifest as ice crystals instead of freez-
ing into a homogeneous mass as would be
the case if there were no lines of force previ-
ous to coagulation, so there can be no dense
body built until there is a vital body in which
to build the material; also there must be a
seed atom for the dense body, to act as a
gauge of the quality and quantity of the mat-
ter which is to be built into the dense body.
Although at the present stage of development
there is never full harmony in the materials
of the body, because that would mean a per-
fect body, yet the discord must not be so
great as to be disruptive of the organism.”

Thus we see that as the slightest act of ours
must be preceded by a thought, which there-
fore is the generator of the act, so also there
is behind every visible body an invisible
cause, which is the archetype.  This arche-
type is molded by man himself during his
stay in the second heaven, during the interval
between death and a new birth, The seed
atoms of each body alone remain from life to
life and in them are stored the vibrations of
all the different bodies which man has ever
possessed.  This may seem very strange and
hard to understand but when we remember
that the phonograph needle reproduces and
blends into one single tone the varied sounds
of a large orchestra, it is perhaps not so diffi-
cult to believe that when the divine builder of
the universe, the designer of everything,
from the star to the starfish, undertakes to
point a record of the past, His instruments
can achieve greater results than such a crude
device as the human-made phonograph.  
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WHY MEN EAT MORE THAN WOMEN

Investigators of the quantity of food usual-
ly taken by Men and Women respectively,
have shown that men eat more than women;
and attempts made to regulate this on the
supposition that it was an abnormal desire for
food on the part of the men that caused this
discrepancy have shown that men generally
do require more food than women, and sci-
entists have endeavored to find the reason
why.  But up to the present time they have
not met with success and are only able to
record the fact.  It must be admitted that they
are very ingenious and painstaking in their
efforts to get at the truth from their point of
view with the means at their hands.  In the
investigation under consideration they were
careful to exclude all who were athletes and
to select men and women of about the same
height and weight so that the body surface
would also presumably be the same.  Their
subjects were in good health and, in every
way, the case of one seemed to be uniform
with that of the other. 

It was noted that the women generated
1355 heat units in 24 hours as against 1638
heat units produced by the men, or about two
percent more for the latter per pound of body
weight.  The men produced about twelve per-
cent more heat than the women and while the
investigators are not prepared to make any

very decisive or emphatic statements about
the result of their investigations, it seems to
be their opinion that the difference in food
consumption may be due to the fact that men
are more active than women, have more
active tissues in their body, and are more free
from fat.  

This is only another case where they are
doomed to fail because they take into consid-
eration only the dense body which they can
see, feel, and measure.  Man is, however,
most emphatically not this body, but this
body is a vesture of man.   Moreover, it is his
densest and most inert vehicle.  Were it not
interpenetrated by the vital body composed
of four ethers, it would be as inert as a stone.
In fact, we know and notice the difference
between dead weight and live weight.  How
much easier it is to carry a living burden of a
given weight than dead material weighing
the same, because the former has a vital body
composed of ether.

The scientific investigators are, of course,
right when they speak of the inertia of fatty
tissues, but there is no ground for the asser-
tion that women are more subject to this
impediment than men.  The explanation of
the difference in food consumption lies in the
fact that woman has the negative physical
and positive vital body and therefore assimi-
lates her food better than man, consequently
requiring a smaller quantity; while man,
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whose physical body is positive, has a nega-
tive vital body and is therefore not able to
assimilate as well as woman.  Further, the
heat units which he takes in with the larger
quantity of food are quickly radiated by him
while they are retained for a longer time by
woman.  Hence man, as said, generates
twelve percent more heat in a day than
woman.  Man wastes it while woman utilizes
it in her economy and is therefore able to get
along with less food.

In the Rosicrucian Cosmo-Conception,
where we have taken up this and other points
connected with nutrition, we have given a
number of instances, showing the difference
between the action of a positive and a nega-
tive vital body as possessed by the two sexes.
Only by taking into consideration this posi-
tive vital body of women can we account for
the fact that she remains warm with less
clothing than man, while man, because of his
negative vital body, which allows for the
radiation of heat to a greater extent than the
positive vital body, requires warmer gar-
ments.

It is a truism that we live not by what we
eat but by what we assimilate, and because of
the positive vital body, woman has certainly
the advantage of man in that respect.  It will
be found, however, that men of spiritual and
devotional proclivities, men who are really
living the life, are thereby, in a measure,
changing the polarity of their vital bodies so
that it gradually becomes more and more
positive.  This is not accomplished in one life
but in a succession of lives. Eventually there
will come a stage when the distinction will

disappear, which has been noted by the sci-
entific investigators.  It is the writer’s belief,
or rather knowledge, that, had these scientif-
ic investigations been carried on a few thou-
sand years ago, the difference would have
been much more marked.  For, although
woman had not then arrived at her present
standard, neither had man, and he was much
farther behind in that respect.

The last two thousand years of growing
altruism under the Christian religion have
done wonders in making men less brutal and
women more refined; and in a few hundred
years, when we get to the cusp of Aquarius,
the “Son of Man,” by precession of the
equinox, this distinction will probably have
ceased and man and woman will be on an
equal footing in regard to the fineness of
their vehicles.

Remember this, however, that man lives
not by bread alone.  The higher the thought
we think the less gross and material we shall
be.  So we may take time by the forelock, by
pure thoughts refining our vehicles; and as
we do this, we shall need less earthly food.
This is the line of improvement for both men
and women.  

VEGETARIANISM vs. MEAT DIET

Herman O. Haugland

The arguments presented by those who
favor the use of meat are:

First, that the proteins of meat are more
completely digested than the protein from
vegetables.  
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Second, that meat stimulates the appetite.
Third, that the absence of meat in the

dietary tends to alcoholism (Gautier).
Fourth, that vegetable foods produce a

dietary too great in bulk.
It is readily to be seen that a complete

digestion of proteins would lead to constipa-
tion and is therefore undesirable; hence it
would seem more advisable to take proteins
in such form where they are not so complete-
ly digested.  

In normal people there is no need for
increase or stimulation of appetite.  It is evi-
dent that the over stimulation of the appetite
by a meat diet is one of the chief causes of
over eating which, in its turn, opens the door
to the greatest variety of human ailments.

It is true that a sudden and complete ces-
sation of the use of meat in the dietary may
seem to favor the development of alco-
holism, where a predisposition in that direc-
tion exists in the individual.  One accus-
tomed to eating meats misses the stimulation
when he discontinues their use.  Meat extrac-
tives as produced in the alimentary canal of
the meat eater belong to the same family as
caffeine and are toxins.  An insufficient diet
rather than a meatless diet gives a craving
for alcoholic stimulants.  Social workers
claim that the breaking of the alcohol habit is
much more permanent in individuals using a
meatless diet than in those given to a meat
diet.

The fourth argument, claiming too great
bulk for a vegetarian diet, applies only to the
strictly vegetarian regime where no animal
food whatever is used.  In the Orient and also

in Europe one finds numerous vegetarian
societies and organizations who hold to such
principles because of some religious views.
Such dietaries are not based upon scientific
principles.  It is possible, however, by giving
careful thought to the planning of a dietary,
to subsist entirely on vegetable foods; but in
most instances this does not seem practical
nor advisable.  The addition of milk, cheese
(cooked), and eggs to the dietary gives pro-
tein in the form which is easy to digest.
These products, when used in moderation,
are not objectionable on the same grounds as
flesh foods inasmuch as they are not so prone
to putrefaction as meats and do not contain
the waste products of metabolism.

From these considerations we conclude
that absolute vegetarianism does not favor-
ably answer all the needs, interests, and
activities of the European races, but that,
modified by the addition of milk, cheese,
butter, and eggs, it has great advantages. It
alkalizes the blood, accelerates oxidation,
diminishes the nitrogenous gases and toxins;
it exposes one much less than the ordinary
meat diet to diseases of the skin, arthritis,
arteriosclerosis, colitis, and congestion of the
internal organs.

This modified vegetarian diet tends to
make the aggressive and violent peaceful.  It
is practical, economical, and rational.  It
should be accepted and commended by those
who strive for ideal eugenics, for it is an
important factor in the production of a race
that is intellectual, artistic, morally strong,
and physically gentle. 

*  *  *  *  *  *
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USES OF POTATO PARINGS

Excellent Flue Cleansers
Save the peelings of the potatoes you use

for food.  When the stove does not draw well,
place a quantity of these potato skins in the
fire and their burning will clean up the soot
and clear out the flue to such an extent it will
not seem like the same chimney.

They do not need to be dry.  Damp peeling
just cut from the potatoes will burn quite
readily where there is considerable fire, and
it is astonishing how quickly they will do the
desired work.

These peelings will also clear a furnace
when slow fires have caused it to become
clogged up with soot.

Flues of boilers can be cleaned with perfect
safety with potato skins, and little potatoes
are useful where the fire is hot and the boiler
flues are clogged, as the small potatoes will
burn quickly, producing a condition that
clears the place of anything that may be
detrimental to a good draft.

As Kindling and Disinfectant 
Potato skins will dry easily if spread out in

a warm place, and these make excellent kin-
dling to be used in recruiting a sluggish fire
or in starting one with paper.  It is no difficult
matter to start a fire without wood when dry
potato skins are used with a little paper.  The
burning of the peelings clears out the fire and
no difficulty is experienced that day from the
fire not drawing or the stove not acting satis-
factorily.

In case of sickness or at times when a room

becomes foul it may be made much better if
a very little piece of potato skin is burned in
a room.  It is always best to have a window
or door open when this is done, so there will
be an opportunity for the impurities to get
away.  The air in rooms so treated is much
purer.—Baltimore American

A MENU FROM MOUNT ECCLESIA

Breakfast, 7:30 A.M.

Fresh Strawberries
Dish of Grape-Nuts and Cream

Whole Wheat Gems, Butter and Honey
Coffee or Milk

Dinner, 12:00 Noon

Mixed Vegetable Soup
Macaroni with Brown Sauce

Spinach     Hot Corn Bread and Butter
Milk

Supper, 5:30 P.M.

Cauliflower Salad
Olives       English Walnuts

Whole Wheat Bread, Butter and Honey
Tea or Milk

RECIPES

WHOLE WHEAT BREAD
Scald one cup of white flour with enough

hot water (left over from boiling potatoes) to
make a stiff batter; allow to stand until blood
warm; add one cake of compressed yeast
which has been first soaked in lukewarm
water until soft and one-half teaspoon salt.
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Beat well and set in a warm place to rise to
twice its size.  Slowly stir in enough whole
wheat flour to make a stiff dough.  Turn it out
onto a floured board (use white flour on
board), and knead it until it is soft and elastic
and no longer sticky.   Form into loaves of
about one pound each, place in previously
oiled pans, cover with cloth, and stand in a
warm place until double in size.  This may
take about an hour, according to the temper-
ature, but be sure not to get the dough too
warm.  Bake in a moderate oven for one hour
and fifteen minutes.  Upon taking out, take a
small cloth dipped in butter and oil the loaf
very slightly, as this keeps it from drying out
and flavors the crust.  

FRIED SPINACH
Take fresh, crisp spinach or mixed part

young beet tops, Swiss chard, and lettuce

leaves.  Wash carefully in cold water.  Let it
come to a boil, or if cooked in a steamer,
allow it to steam for fifteen minutes, and
drain.  Prepare a saucepan with three table-
spoons of butter browned with one table-
spoon of flour; fry the drained spinach in this
pan until thoroughly browned, season with
salt, and serve hot.  

MACARONI WITH BROWN SAUCE
Break one-half package of macaroni into

two inch lengths and cook in boiling salt
water for twenty minutes.  Drain and rinse
well under the faucet.  Prepare the sauce by
frying one grated onion in two tablespoons of
butter and one tablespoon of flour, stirring all
the time while browning.  Add enough toma-
to sauce to make a thin gravy and season with
salt.  Place the macaroni into a baking dish,
and cover with sauce.  Bake for thirty minutes.
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MY PRAYER
By George W. Wiggs

Shall make me sad.
Let me be glad
In feeling I am still a lad,
At least in thought;
As I’ve been taught
That selfishness alone has brought
Inharmony,
And made love flee,
And left me fear, else I would see
With eyes as clear
As Thine own dear
Responsive sacred atmosphere,
Is ready to
Entrance the few,
Who to themselves will just be true.

Dear Lord, grant me
Such harmony
Of mind and soul,
That I may see
With eyes more glad
Than they’ve been sad,
And intuitions of the lad
That I had when
A youth of ten,
And that implicit faith in men
That made them feel and with me deal
With thine own righteousness and zeal.
I pray that I
May sanctify
My soul with thought, until no sigh



AN ADDRESS IN PRO-ECCLESIA

By Max Heindel

One coal will not make a fire, but where a
number of coals are heaped together, the heat
which is latent in each may be kindled into a
flame, emitting light and warmth.  And it is
in obedience to this same law of nature that
we have gathered here tonight, that by mass-
ing our spiritual aspirations for the healing
and helping of our suffering fellowmen, we
may do our modest share toward lifting the
pall of sorrow that now broods over their life,
and that we may hasten the day of the king-
dom to come where suffering and sorrow
shall have been abolished and where even
death shall have ceased to have dominion
over men.

We are holding these Healing Meetings on
the nights when the moon is in a cardinal
sign, because at that time the maximum of
cosmic energy is infused into whatever we
start and there are then the best chances for a
successful issue.  Thus we are taking advan-
tage of forces in the universe, and thought is
the vehicle which we use to transmit this
healing power.  

But before power can be transmitted it
must have been generated, and to do this effi-
ciently we should understand accurately
what is the method.  There is one saying of
the Christ which thoroughly explains the
matter.  He said, “as a man thinketh in his

hearth, so he is.”  That saying goes to the
very bottom of the matter, for though we may
profess with our mouth to believe certain
things and thus deceive others, yes, even our-
selves, only what we really believe in our
hearts, what we think deep down in our
hearts, counts.  If we profess with our mouth
that we believe in God, to live the life, to do
unto others what is right regardless of what
they do to us, such and similar high standards
of conduct, we may still live a double life and
be hypocrites.  But if we really think these
things from the bottom of our hearts, it will
not be necessary for us to make professions.
Every single act of ours will proclaim just
exactly what we think in our hearts and what
we believe.  People will very soon find out
just what kind of a person we are by watch-
ing our actions rather than by listening to
what we say.

Let us realize that every thought is a spark
issuing from the Ego, that the moment it is
born it draws around itself a certain kind of
material appropriate to its nature.  This
thought-form may be sent to others for good
or ill; but eventually there is a reaction upon
ourselves, good for good and ill for ill.  It is
an actual fact and not just a mere poetical
saying that “thoughts, like chickens come
home to roost.”  Anyone who has the spiritu-
al sight unfolded sees around every one of us
a subtle auric atmosphere which is colored
according to our particular trend of thought;
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though, of course, the basic color is deter-
mined by his racial and national characteris-
tics.  

If we think in our hearts thoughts of opti-
mism, of kindness, of benevolence, of help-
fulness and service, then those thoughts
gradually color our atmosphere in a certain
manner which is accurately expressive of all
those different desirable qualities or virtues.
And as our bodies are built by the mind into
an expression of our mental attitude this will
again react upon our physical body, bringing
to us health and well-being.  For that reason
the teachings of New Thought are true when
they state that in this manner health and pros-
perity are achieved; though no one who is
really spiritually minded would ever use such
means for attaining material wealth. But this
is merely another way of proving the truth of
the saying of Christ that if we first seek the
Kingdom of God and His righteousness, all
other things will be added.

The prophet of Israel also gave this assur-
ance when he said, “I have been young and
now am old; but never have I seen the seed of
the righteous begging for bread.”  It is the
law of the universe that if we work with God
then God will certainly take care of His own
in a material way.  “Are not two sparrows
sold for a farthing?  Yet not one of them falls
to earth without your Heavenly Father
knoweth it; are ye not worth more than many
sparrows?”  All through the word of God we
have the promise that as long as we labor
faithfully, honestly, and to the very best of
our ability, striving for the things of the king-
dom, working in His vineyard then He will

take care of us.
When anyone has created about himself or

herself an auric atmosphere of helpfulness,
of kindness, by actual service—for it is not
enough that we desire to be of service, but we
must strive day by day to serve to the very
utmost—we must lie down every night tired
in the happy consciousness of being real ser-
vants of Christ.  But when we have done this
we shall find a changed world.  We shall find
in other people the very same qualities we
possess, because this auric atmosphere of
ours is as a glass through which we must
look at everybody.  The whole world is col-
ored by our own aura just as if we were in a
room with windows of red glass: the world
outside, trees, houses, and everything else
would appear red.  As a matter of actual fact,
we view the world in which we are living
through that auric atmosphere, and if that is
vibrant with benevolence and kindness we
find all about us people who are benevolent
and kind, for we call out the qualities in them
which we ourselves express, upon the same
scientific principle that when a tuning fork is
struck it awakens the vibrations of other tun-
ing forks of identical pitch, and the people
who meet us are invariably attracted by and
respond to that which we have in ourselves.
Therefore, a man who is benevolent, as said,
feels the benevolence and kind-heartedness
of other people.  A man who thinks mean and
worrisome thoughts, who is pessimistic and
habitually thinks thoughts of unkindness
toward others will call forth in them the same
traits of character that he sends out.  We are
all vibrating at a certain pitch and the seed
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atom in the heart is the keynote of our phys-
ical existence and of the vibrations that go
out from us through the physical world. 

It is of immense benefit to know this scien-
tific fact, for we can control our thoughts and
through them every condition of life.  It
behooves us, therefore, to cultivate habitual
optimism, helpfulness, benevolence, and
kindness, so that we may be of greater value
in the world’s work.  Unless we have these
qualities in some degree, it is impossible for
us to do the work we have come here to do
tonight, namely to help and to heal others.

Thousands of students all over the world
have concentrated their thoughts here during
this day, as they do every day when there is a
healing meeting at headquarters.  This aggre-
gation of thoughts now floats over the Pro-
Ecclesia, a might force.  The Rosicrucian
emblem on the West wall is the instrument or
focus through which we shall send it out into
the world.  We have there the five-pointed
golden star and the four-bladed cross.  The
five and four make the mystic number nine,
which is the number of Adam, or humanity.
The cross is pure white, symbolical of the
fact that anyone who desires to become a
helper of humanity must purify himself from
all evil; and though, while we attempt to do
this, we fall time and again, let us remember,
there is no failure except in giving up the
Quest.  The seven roses which garnish this
symbol are symbolical of the cleansed blood.

While humanity and the animals which
have red, warm blood are filled with passion
and desire, the plant is passionless.  The red
rose, being the generative organ of the plant,

therefore stands as a symbol of the immacu-
late conception which takes place when the
Christ is born within, cleansing us from the
sins of the past and sanctifying us to the work
of the future.  This is the great ideal toward
which we aspire. Let us concentrate our
thought upon the central white rose in the
emblem which stands for the pure heart that
is in such an unselfish Invisible Helper.  Let
us pray that our thoughts may be as pure as
that rose so that we may be able to generate
thoughts of purity, strength, and helpfulness,
and trust in God in spite of all discourage-
ments.  

Above everything let us, when we have
done our part, trust the results to God, elimi-
nating our own personality.  We are too weak
to battle with cosmic forces; but God is
omnipotent.  We would not attempt to cross
the Ocean in a row boat, which is almost cer-
tain to be swamped; but if we commit our-
selves to a large and well built liner, the
chances are greatly in favor of our surviving
any strong wind that may beset us.  It is also
similar in the voyage toward our spiritual
goal.  If we endeavor to stand in our own
strength we are very apt to fall, but if we
commit everything to God and pray to Him
for guidance, then we shall find our chances
for success are greatly increased.  And by
prayer is not only meant the prayer of the lips
but rather the prayer of the heart.  As
Emerson puts it:

Although your knees were never bent,
To heaven your hourly prayers are sent;
And be they formed for good or ill,
Are registered and answered still.
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HEALING SERVICES
Are held in the Pro-Ecclesia at the

International Headquarters on Mount
Ecclesia on the following dates:

July 3, 10, 17, 24, and 30
August 7, 14, 20, and 27
September 3, 10, 16, 23, and 30
On those dates, students all over the world

join forces to help and heal their fellow man
and direct their aspirations to Mt. Ecclesia,
where the harvest of healing thought is gath-
ered by the Elder Brothers for use in the ser-
vice of humanity.

We append extracts from several letters
written to the Fellowship by patients who
have felt the Healing power of spiritual
thought:

Roy, New Mexico, February 15, 1915
Rosicrucian Fellowship:

Thank you for your very kind letter.  The
Invisible Helpers are with me.  I am well and
strong while sickness is all around me.
When writing and sewing, my hands are not
limber but there is no pain.  Then, too, I can
walk a mile with ease.  I am determined to
demonstrate my healing here. 

Sincerely, 
Mrs. A. L. C.

My case differs essentially from Mr. C’s in
that I felt an improvement almost immediate-
ly after writing to the Healing Department;
even before the reply to my letter reached
me.  My trouble was by no means as immi-
nently dangerous as his, but in addition to the
particular complaint formerly mentioned, my
right arm was rendered almost useless by
neuritis.

I was also afflicted at oft recurring inter-
vals with nerve wracking headaches.  These
disabilities have dropped away almost entire-
ly, leaving me relatively free.

My experience is similar to Mr. C’s in feel-
ing the same buoyancy he speaks of and dur-
ing the severe strain imposed by his illness I
was strangely supported.  The words, “He
will not suffer thy foot to be moved: behold,
He that keepeth thee shall neither slumber
nor sleep,” kept recurring to my mind.  When
Mr. C. became convalescent I realized I was
not nearly so exhausted as during former
emergencies of a trying nature.

Occasionally distress from some of the old
troubles warns me that there must be no
relaxation in careful living.  It appears as if
the tendencies with which we are born
“never slumber nor sleep” and that the price
of health, like that of some other things
worth having, is “eternal vigilance.”  

This leads up to the idea of Mr. C., with
which I am in accord, that there are some
things in a cure of this kind more important
than physical recovery.

H. L. C.

Mrs. Frances Lyon has returned to head-
quarters after a stay in New York during the
winter; she has been active in establishing
centers in the different towns around New
York, and has been very successful in this
work.  We are glad to see her at headquarters
again.  According to present arrangements
she will stay till the fall.  Then she returns
east to take up the work of organizing other
centers as well as building further upon the
foundations she has already laid.
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THE FELLOWSHIP BOOTH AT THE
SAN FRANCISCO FAIR

The booth has fallen into the routine of
busy days, so much so indeed that it finds lit-
tle time for anything else.

Since the fair weather has set in, the
crowds  have grown larger, and people from
all corners of the country are trailing through
the grounds and buildings trying to “do”
them as well as their few days’ stay will per-
mit.  Visitors usually reserve the Palace of
Education for the last, realizing that from this
Palace, and the Fine Arts, our close neigh-
bors, they may take home with them some-
thing to remember long after their dizzy, mad
thrills have been forgotten.  Of these visitors,
the Booth has its full share, and often its
space is filled to overflowing with listeners
and inquirers.

Now and then someone comes in who does
not believe in individual immortality and
considers all religion “tommy rot,” but they
belong to the few; generally, those who come
are seekers after the Truth.

We have started a beginners’ class in
Astrology and from the many inquiries, there
should be another soon.

These classes of course are recruited from
San Francisco residents and they give
promise of good working students. 

The exhibitors of the Palace of Education

have formed themselves into a club for the
purpose of good fellowship and better
acquaintances with each other’s work.  We
had our first festivity in a moonlight excur-
sion on the Bay, where we watched the won-
derful fireworks from the water.  Besides
rockets shooting up flags, animals, and
images, etc., a large fire boat moved slowly
close to the shore spouting out enormous
columns of water upon which the scintilla-
tors threw their brilliant colored lights, creat-
ing an extraordinary effect of beauty and
splendor.

Our club will start on a tour of inspection
which will include a visit to all the Booths
for information concerning what each repre-
sents, and this of course will furnish an
opportunity to present our ideas to all
exhibitors in our Palace.

This and the daily explanatory talks consti-
tute the routine work at the Booth, varied by
glimpses of parades, and the flights of Art
Smith in his biplane who seems indeed to
have conquered the air.  His flights at night
have the appearance of a great comet flying
through the sky, a sight to be remembered.

Outside of these thrills our days are mostly
spent in trying to present the ideas of our
teachings as clearly as we may and we hope
some of the seed may bear good fruit.

In Fellowship,
Annet C. Rich

Echoes from Mt. Ecclesia
* * * * * *



A BONFIRE ON MOUNT ECCLESIA

The 4th of July is the American national
holiday, and it has been the custom to cele-
brate independence by bonfires, fire crack-
ers, and all other similar dangerous things,
until life in the cities has become intolerable
to the great majority of people.  Between the
blaring of brass bands, the shooting of fire-
crackers and cannons, they have been driven
nearly insane.  A great many accidents have
also been caused by this foolish method of
celebration, and of late years, one city after
another has passed ordinances forbidding
such savagery, and people are beginning to
confine themselves to a more dignified
method of celebrating Independence Day.  

In former years we have not celebrated the
Fourth of July on Mt. Ecclesia; this year we
are going to make up for our tardiness and
have a bonfire; nothing else will do; there is
even a possibility the writer may forget his
dignity and dance around it in order to secure
an outlet for his long pent-up feelings of
restraint.

For four years the mortgage on Mt.
Ecclesia has weighed upon our minds like a
load of lead; not that we did not know that it
would be paid off in time, but the conscious-
ness was always there that the Rosicrucian
Fellowship Headquarters did not really
belong to the Rosicrucian Fellowship.  We
could not ask for help, for even if we had not
been cautioned by the Elder Brothers never
to solicit subscriptions to anything, the
writer’s almost morbid sensitiveness in that
respect would have prevented him from
doing so.

Now, however, we have at last paid the

mortgage, on the 14th of May, and there is not
one cent debt on the land or buildings of the
Rosicrucian Fellowship.  The City has also
just abandoned the streets which gave it a
hold upon part of our property and thus a
heavy load has been lifted off the writer’s
mind. It seems as if he can now breathe free
the air of Mt. Ecclesia.  There seems to be
new fragrance in the flowers, the skies seem
clearer, the little birds that are nesting around
the various buildings seem to sing a sweeter
song, an anthem of liberation from bondage.

Therefore we are going to celebrate on the
Fourth of July the Independence of Mt.
Ecclesia. We shall make a bonfire of the
mortgage papers and the notes that secured
it, offering our thanks to “God, from whom
all blessings flow,” for this home for our
activities.

In the evening there will be an illustrated
lecture, and we will be glad to have any of
the members visit us for the occasion, which
we feel to be very important, the opening of
a new era in the history of the Rosicrucian
Fellowship.

WHERE IS THE ANGEL?
Visitors to Mt. Ecclesia are usually amazed

to see the great improvements made here, the
number and the class of the buildings; our
printing, pumping, and electric plants; the
splendid appearance of the grounds; the
beautiful orchard; and the exterior illumina-
tion of the grounds.  Everything impresses
them profoundly, and although they do not
usually come out and say so, most of them
ask themselves in their own minds: “Where
is the Angel?”

Of course, they are not looking for an
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Angel with wings, but they are looking for an
Angel in the sense in which that term is
applied by theatrical companies where the
“Angel” is the Financial backer and benefac-
tor, upon whom everybody smiles and to
whom all bow.

There is no such character on Mt. Ecclesia,
however, and it puzzles them all to under-
stand how these great improvements can
have been made on voluntary contributions,
until they get a chance to look into the deep-
er workings of things and find out the secret.
In the first place the leader has no private
bank account; he does not own a dollar in the
world; every dollar that comes in for books is
turned over to the Fellowship. Even contri-
butions designated, as they frequently are,
“for Mr. Heindel’s private use,” go into the
Fellowship fund, for he has no use whatever
for money save to further the work.

In the second place, the training of the
leaders previous to taking up this work seems
to have been peculiarly adapted to fit them
for this position.  What one does not know is
familiar ground to the other.  Mr. Heindel, for
instance, does not know Wheat from Oats
until it is served on the breakfast table, but
Mrs. Heindel is perfectly at home in field and
garden, able to oversee the gardeners and
dairy.  Being a practical housekeeper, she
takes charge of the cooks, order all supplies,
furnishings, etc., connected with the manage-
ment of the dining hall and dormitory. Her
business training enables her to look after the
accounts of the Fellowship as well as to take
charge of the voluminous correspondence
that goes out from this office.  Mr. Heindel,

on the other hand, is a very shrewd one who
knows how to figure building material and
machinery, being a competent engineer.  He
has drawn the plans for the buildings, bought
the material, hired the labor, and superin-
tended the erection of all buildings and also
installation of the machinery.  Thus thou-
sands of dollars have been saved for the
Fellowship, and in that manner it has been
possible to make “the widow’s mite” go as
far as the bounty of an Angel would if reck-
lessly spent.  The Policy of the leaders, to
keep within their means of saving, not wast-
ing, places the Rosicrucian Fellowship in an
almost unique position; for while from the
reports from other societies we hear that they
are deep in debt, the Rosicrucian Fellowship
is free and clear.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS
Many more improvements are needed, of

course, particularly an administration build-
ing.  At the present time our office is in the
most inflammable structure, and it houses the
most valuable things on the grounds; namely,
the letters of students, the lists of names, our
stock of books, typewriters, Dictaphones,
addressing machines, etc., etc.  It also has, on
the lowest floor, the printing plant with all its
valuable plates, type, and thousands of dol-
lars worth of machinery.  The office and
printing plant should be moved as soon as
possible to a fireproof structure, and we hope
it may be possible before the end of the year
to commence on such a building.  But after
such an experience as we had in getting the
dining hall up without going into debt, we
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have decided that we will not start until a
considerable amount is in the treasury avail-
able for that purpose.  It is to be a white
building, the same style as the dining hall,
and built of the same fireproof material: gyp-
sum blocks, which are the most economical
building material available and at the same
time they give to the building a beautiful and
substantial look that could not be equaled for
twice the amount with any other material.

You will notice that we have adopted the
policy of antedating the new magazine and
we aim to send it out about the fifteenth of
the month so that it may reach all in America
or Europe by or before the first day of the
month for which it is dated.

Our large cylinder press was installed in
the middle of May, and Mr. John H. Landes,
who has had experience as printer, will in
future have charge of the print shop so we
hope the style and appearance of the maga-
zine will gradually improve until it compares
with the very best publications in the world.

We have received several request to
enlarge the astrological section and shall
endeavor to do so in the near future.
Meanwhile, what we have given shows an
absolutely new phase of esoteric astrology,
that is to say, new to the world, for it is of
course an old story to those who have access
to the imperishable records, but no one has
published it before.

And there is more coming; the
Precessional effect on esoteric and exoteric
religion, the first inkling of a logical reason

why one religion should refer to another as
idolatry, as when the worship of the golden
calf thus characterized, comes through the
scroll unfolded in the new series which we
are now preparing, together with other
important matters.

The point we want to make is this: It is not
the quantity that counts but quality and this
we shall endeavor to keep at the highest point
where it will merit mention in superlatives.

We hope that everybody is anxious to help
the magazine along and give it as wide a cir-
culation as possible so that we be able to
reach a large class of readers with the teach-
ings of the Elder Brothers, and we would be
very thankful for any suggestions as to how
we may reach more people.  If you have in
your city a New Thought or Occult book
store, will you not visit that place and call
their attention to this magazine or at least
give us their name and address so that we
may write them ourselves.  There are many
people who very greatly object to joining
anything but who are always ready to take a
magazine or something like that which
involves no obligations but gives them the
teachings and reading that they desire.  If you
know of anybody who would be interested in
the magazine please give us their name and
we will forward them a sample copy.  We are
going to make it more and more interesting,
and there is no doubt that everyone who
comes in touch with it and who likes this kind
of reading matter will appreciate it very much;
thus you will be doing them a favor as well as
helping the Fellowship publications along.
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Your Child’s Horoscope

FREE!
We do not cast Horoscopes for adults on any consideration; but,

CHILDREN ARE UNSOLVED PROBLEMS!

They have come to their parents for help and guidance, and it is of 
inestimable benefit to know their latent tendencies, that their good 
traits may be fostered and evil tendencies suppressed.  Therefore:

WE WILL GIVE EACH MONTH

A SHORT DELINEATION OF CHARACTER AND 

TENDENCIES OF TWO CHILDREN

In the Astral Ray department of this magazine.

Parents who wish to take advantage of this opportunity
Must be YEARLY subscribers.

Little Herman Miller, the Mascot of Mount Ecclesia, will select the two names
on the 15th of each month and the horoscopes of the two children picked by
him will be cast and delineated in the following issue of this magazine.
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